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Angel 7 Industries, Quality Imports New Zealand Enter into 
Partnership for Representation in New Zealand and Australia 

(San Antonio, Texas, November 1, 2015) – A7 Defense & Aerospace, a division of Angel 7 industries, 
LLC (A7) has entered into a partnership with Quality Imports New Zealand to supply New Zealand and 
Australia, allied countries with A7’s state-of-the-art and next generation military and tactical products 
and solutions. This mutually beneficial relationship will enhance A7’s market position internationally 
and will provide New Zealand and Australian customers with enhanced support and faster response 
time with regards to A7’s cutting edge products.  

Quality Imports New Zealand’s management has expressed their enthusiasm of the partnership with 
A7, stating “Quality Imports Ltd is pleased to be associated with Angel7 Industries, a company who 
has some cutting edge technology, is innovative, forward thinking and has a strong commitment to 
serving its customers with the best it can. ”

Quality Imports Ltd. is a registered and contracted supplier to various New Zealand based govern-
ment departments. We offer a range of services and a wide range of product from around the globe 
and specialise in high quality items. Contact info@qualityimports.co.nz for more information.

Angel 7 Industries, LLC. (A7) is a privately held technology think tank and research and development 
firm that was founded by Kerry Harris, a former United States Marine Corps officer and Naval aviator. 
A7 designs, engineers, and produces state-of-the-art products, systems, and solutions that enhance 
safety, enhance performance, enhance survivability, and increase utility. 

A7 Defense & Aerospace, a division of Angel 7 Industries, specializes in state-of-the-art products 
and solutions for military, state, and government agencies — developing and manufacturing products 
and solutions that are designed to protect and increase the survivability of individual operators with 
special emphasis on foundational technologies that are multi-capable, adaptable to varying mission 
requirements, and to constantly evolving threats.


